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(+61)300000000 - https://www.facebook.com/pages/Pond-Cafe/1430689207146883

On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of Saffron Cafe on George from Torquay. Currently, there
are 19 menus and drinks up for grabs. For changing offers, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You

can also contact them through their website. What Fire W likes about Saffron Cafe on George:
This place has very nice staff. The service was just. Food was top notch. Busy for and earlier breaky. Locals was
recommending this place. Will stop at again if I’m in the area. read more. As a guest, you can use the WLAN of

the restaurant at no extra cost, And into the accessible rooms also come visitors with wheelchairs or
physiological limitations. If the weather are right, you can also be served outside. What sarah n doesn't like about

Saffron Cafe on George:
I visited for lunch and found the menu here better suited for breakfast or brunch. I ordered the vegetarian roasted
carrots dish which was predominantly brown rice so was a little disappointed as was hoping for more veggies. I
hear they do great coffees here. The pressed juices are small and I thought over priced. The smashed pea dish
on toast looked great as did the burgers and chicken Vietnamese salad. I think I ju... read more. The large range
of coffee and tea specialties makes a visit to Saffron Cafe on George even more worthwhile, Furthermore, you
can get sweet treats, cake, simple snacks and chilled refreshments and hot beverages here. You can also look
forward to fine vegetarian cuisine, Furthermore, the delicious treats of this restaurant sparkle not only in the

eyes of our young guests.
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SWEET POTATO
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TOAST

Sid� Order�
MAYO

Fres� Juice�
 CARROT
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JUICES

Breakfas� Men�
BIG BREAKFAST
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COFFEE
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